
Aud/Usd week starting January 30th –

Weekly high got taken, got a weekly imbalance fill below to get down to but cant see that happening

yet and a daily sc to target above

Daily is bullish on au, looking to see if we can come down to fill one of the daily imbalances then

expand higher



4hr bullish but believe after a weekly high getting taken that 4hr low will be taken too

Looking for dsitro out of this 15min poi plus got market open gap there too



5min has broke so do need to see re dsitro to sell as 15min did break to upside

Nothing



Now looking for re dsitro out of here to take lows out

Now looking for more out of here



1min bos to target lows

Tp smacked



Also 4min engulfing but would’ve got b/e



Tuesday 31st January –

Price sold off massively, ideally would like to find some sort of re accumulation to see longs up

15min is bearish and can see sells out of here but weve come into the daily range and a daily

imbalance, didn’t fill it buit come to 50%



But 5min has broken so be interesting if we re accumulate out of here

5min broke so may look for buys out of here



Tp smacked

15min has broke now this one is the safer trade, other one was more risky because 15min was

bearish but can look for re accumulation to expand



5min re accumulated now looking for more re accumulation out of here

1mniun bos looking to target 500 level



Tp hit



Wednesday 1st February –

So 1hr is bullish, we have got a daily ifc and a weekly open gap to target to see if we get any sells

from there or not

15min is bullish looking for re accumulation out of here



5min bos and engulfing looking to take this up to weekly open

Got wicked out



Can look for re accumulation out of here

1min bos can buy here



Also 3min engulfing candle

Tp hit



Can follow 5min order flow looking for re accumulation out of yhere

1min bos looking for buys out of here



5min engulfing too

Tp hit



Thursday –

Daily is bullish so looking to see if we maybe get sells down to daily ifc or a 1hr demand I have

marked up

Looking for sells out of here



With 5min broken to upside need to look for couple breaks

Literally nothing



Friday –

Price still bullish on 4hr, got imbalance higher up so would like to see if we get re accumulation but I

know 1hr and 15min bearish so will continue with sells till seen otherwise

Was looking for distro ot of here



Also top 5min poi too

5min engulfing and break so selling here



Can look at 50% too

Got stopped out



Then nfp came and destroyed everything



Week starting Monday the 6th of February 2023 –

AU week starting monday 6th of feb, weekly is bullish we swept anc old high, engulfed
the previous week and got weekly imbalance below to target for downside, may see a
pop up to the opening of the previous week though to go lower

daily is also bearish



4hr is bearish aswel, got areas of supply higher up to target too

5min bearish lookijng for re dsitro inside of this poi to head lower



which is also this 15min poi

1min bos entry at 50% and 80 level



just come to start of push

3min couldve got entry but had bigger stop to get to new low below market open



Tuesday –

tuesday - 1hr bullish looking for re accumulation out of here to then target higher
prices, may see a sell down

nothing that ticked confirmations for me



Wednesday –

wednesday - price made new high in london open, looking for retracement to
expand so might see nice distro to sell down or wait for buys up

liking this spot to target for buys



5min bos want to see distro out of here

1min bos enter here top target new low and fib extension



tp smacked

5min and 15min bearish looking for distro out of here



1min bos entry here at ny open

didnt get filled



Thursday –

thursday - price is bullish on 1hr looking for wesnedays high to be taken, resacted
out of area perfectly over night

hasnt exactly come down yet but thats fine looking to see if we can get re acumulation
out of here



1mim bos can get entry at staert of push and also near 50%

tps smashed



Friday –

friday - 1hr bearish looking for sells out of either of these areas

so price is in a wierd postion, we broke 15min swing high, weve come down
but built liquidity, we didnt mitigate out of this area this morning, but cant really
see us buying up since we broke below on the hourly tf, so i will see if theres
any re dsitro out of this area



plus its an hourly poi

so nice 1 and 5min bos to downside out of area there was this poi i wanted to
see redistro out of



ao price didnt give a distro plus left eqhs so want to see them taken now then
distro to sell

1min bos not the clesnest, can sell off the poi or look at 50% entry



didnt come to 50% so that entry didnt get filled



Week starting Monday the 13th of February 2023–

week starting monday 13th of feb aud/usd - weekly is bearish but got a weekly ifc to
target to downside at first



daily is bearish, got a daily ifc to target to downside

4hr is bearish looking for dstro out of this poi



15min bullish, couldnt snag anything clean this morning, looking for re
accumulation out of 1 of these spots



1min bos entry st 50% target the highs

tp mashed



on 5min looking at this poi



Tuesday –

tuesday 14th of feb - price is in 4hr poi wher i want to see distro

nothing clean for me



Wednesday -
wednesday 15th of feb - price is bearish on 4hr still we swept the high with
news yesterdsy got the 4hr poi and imbalance fill up the top highlighted for re
distro

1hr we git these 2 imbalances to show distro out of



5min bos looking for redistro out of one of these pois

didnt get filled



15 min bearish looking for redistro out of here but we have taken a major low
so msy see signs of accumulation soon

1min bos selling here



tp whacked



Thursday –

thursday 16th of feb - price is bearish on 4hr, looking for distro out of 1 of
these areas

5 and 15min bullidh so may see re accumlation out of 1 of these spots



1min bos after sweeping lows buying at ifc

done 3% then come b/e



price clearly breaking down, still got demand down th bottom but can look for redistro
out iof here



1min bos first tp newlow

tp smacked



Friday –

friday 17th of feb - looking for distro out of these spots so may find a buy up



couldnt snag nothing

Week starting Monday 20th February 2023 –



On the weekly were on a weekly ifc

Which is also a daily poi



4hr bearish, gopt a 8hr ifc below which is same as 4hr for target but 8hr chart fitd all screen in

On 4hr got a imbalance up the top and also a 4hr sc so would like distro from there to go lower



1hr in this range and looking for distro out of here

15min bos looking for dsitro out of here



1min bos not rthe nicest due to the structure below it but can work

Also 2min engulfing

Tp smacked



15min bos to upside now can look for re accumulation out of here

1min bos looking to buy here off whole number



Tp smacked

Tuesday –

Price bearish on 1hr we showed re dsitro, ideally looking for pop up somewhere to show distro



Looking at this imbalance on 5min

Also got 15min ifc tiny one

Couldn’t get a re dsitro out of this, as 5min broke to upside and then 1min come into poi and broke

so wanted re dsitro to confirm it as only a 1min bos as the 5min re accumulated



Wednesday –

Price still bearish so could see pop up to 4hr imbalance to move lower



But would likle price to get into this imbalance though

Done 1min bos at 4hr imbalance fill but wouldn’t of took this

15min did break to upside after sweeping low so did wonder if we was going to buy up abit more

now so was looking for re accumulation out of here



1min bos

But didn’t get filled and would’ve stopped anywasy

Thursday –



Price bearisgh on 4hr looking ideally for price to pop up to then sell down or try find some buys up if

possible

15min bearish so looking for dsitro out of here

Price swept the highs at the poi, showed 1min bos selling here target eqls



Got stopped out

1mim bos selling again

Tp smashed



Friday –



Price bearish on 1hr still looking for pop up to show distro to sell off

Price just dumped


